
To:  Dr. Nora Bird, Director of Mid-sized Academic Library 

From: Betty Thomas, Reference Librarian 

Date:  March 25, 2009 

Re:  Business Database Recommendation 

Anticipating the addition of a business program to Mid-sized University next Fall, I have analyzed the 

following business databases:  Business Source Premier and Business & Management Practices.   

Business Source Premier (BSP) 

My recommendation is that we subscribe to this database.  Since 1998 when EBSCO first arranged an 

exclusive contract with Harvard Business Review to provide full text articles, BSP has become the 

standard business database.  Our peer academic institutions such as Queens, Davidson, UNCC, CPCC and 

PLCMC all subscribe to this database through NC Live.  Our students are familiar with the format of 

other EBSCO databases such as Academic Search Premier.  While BSP has a similar interface, it will 

provide our students and faculty with broader coverage of business resources.  

Business & Management Practices (BAMP)     

My recommendation is that we involve the business school in a database trial of this database.  It would 

be beneficial for us to get feedback from different departments both students and faculty.  With Mid-

size’s plan to add an MBA program in the next five years, this database would be a useful addition to our 

business resources.  BAMP is smaller database that focuses on articles about practical management 

specific topics.   It includes a number of case studies and “how to” articles that would be beneficial to 

our MBA curriculum.  Gale/Cengage Learning provides this database.  We are already one of their 

customers. 

Note:  Although I talked with the Gale field representative and emailed Allison Evatt at Dialog and the 

EBSCO Support Site, none of these companies responded with information for this recommendation on 

the costs of these specific databases for a mid-sized academic library.  Dialog does provide rates in the 

bluesheet for BAMP.   Specifically, the cost per DialUnit is $5.58 and cost per minute is $1.42.  While 

there are no charges for bibliographic citations and indexing (Formats 1, 6 and 8), each full text article 

(Format 9) costs $3.79.  I noticed at Seattle University where they subscribe to BAMP through Dialog, 

students make an appointment with the business reference librarian to use BAMP.  If I were making an 

actual recommendation, I would obtain exact cost information to include in this memorandum. 

In analyzing these databases, I retrieved reviews by Mary Ellen Bates (BAMP) and Burton Callicott (BSP), 

conducted several searches and looked at the interface features.   I would be happy to provide my 

detailed search logs.  The university’s plans to expand the business program are an exciting 

development.  With these databases, we will substantially help make that expansion a success. Please 

let me know if I should proceed further with this project.   


